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on the phenomenology side

Particle garden turning into jungles

BACKGROUND

Back XL years



on the theory side
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Despair
1958 Freeman Dyson : “ the correct meson theory 

will not be found 
in the next hundred years ”

(Freeman Dyson has always argued that it is better to be wrong than to be vague)



Distrust
1960 Lev Landau : “ the Hamiltonian method for 

strong interactions 
  is dead and must be buried, 

although of course with 
deserved honour ”



Diversions
Profound studies of  general features of  the relativistic scattering theory

Crossing as specific feature of  relativistic theory

Unitarity and its analytic continuation into crossing channels

“Bootstrap” and  the birth of  the String Theory

Distrust  has triggered : 

Exploration of  Analytic properties of  scattering amplitudes

Growth of  the interaction radius with collision energy 
- an inevitable consequence of  Unitarity + Causality + Relativity

Pomeranchuk theorem. Froissart bound

Dispersion relations

Veneziano amplitude

Mandelstam

Gribov



Gribov-Regge theory of high 
energy hadron interactions

Analytic continuation of “partial wave” amplitudes 
onto complex angular momentum values. 

Singularities of these partial waves driving the high energy 
behaviour of scattering amplitudes in the crossing channel.

“Pomeron” as the leading singularity
   in the vacuum channel

Interacting Pomerons as the first
  example of  intrinsic  dynamical
  instability  “in the infrared”

“Scaling” regime, and the
  breakthrough in the theory of
  second order phase transitions



appearance of a familiar image ! 

out of a desperate landscape ...



Harald Fritzsch & Murray Gell-Mann

Color  Octet  Gluons

Proc. XVI Intern. Conf. on High Energy Physics, 
Chicago, 1972, Vol. 2, p.  135. 



Advantages of  the Color Octet Gluon Picture

M.Gell-Mann, G. Fritzsch and H. Leutwyler

It  is pointed out that there are several advantages in 
abstracting properties of  hadrons and their currents 

from a Yang-Mills gauge model based on colored 
quarks and color octet gluons. 

Received  1 October  1973 



S-matrix

QFT

Not a knockout 
but a (loud) call for partnership 



Two ways of taking a fortress : 

Physics of hadrons was never simple. And will never be. 

QCD faces a strong keep of problems motted by confinement



2009: 2 -> 4 processes (W+3 jets, two heavy Q¯Q pairs)

2010/11: 2 -> 5 (W+4 jets, Z+4 jets)

1987: 2 -> 2 processes (photon+jet, heavy-quark pair production, dijet production) 

1999: 2 -> 3 processes  (Wb¯b)  

2012: First calculations of processes with a complexity equivalent to that of a 2 -> 6

NLO

NNLO

NLO calculations combine with parton showers through the MC@NLO or POWHEG

NNLO  γγ  production 

is available for processes involving the production of a vector or Higgs boson. 
Until recently was inexistent for processes with colored particles in the final state.

2012: a groundbreaking achievement - NNLO corrections to                    . qq̄ ! tt̄
3% prediction for Tevatron tt cross section ! 

Vector-boson fusion Higgs-production or the differential calculation of WH production OK
KO

1979: the first hadron-collider NLO calculation - the Drell-Yan process (2 -> 1)

( NNLO = 50% of NLO )

(Roman siege style)QCD Successes



Problems 
routine

exciting

terrifying

NNLO  γγ  prediction  failure of the
remedy: “properly place your eyes”

and there was light (Genesis 1:3)
way too much of it (DELPHI)

maximal complexity vs. minimal effort
towards fulfillment of a free lunch  dream

QCD

http://bible.cc/genesis/1-3.htm
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-3.htm
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-3.htm
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-3.htm


Soft Photon

QUEST



calculate

compare with the data

say: “oh-la-la...”



DELPHI photons vs. hadron multiplicity

vs. charged hadrons

vs. neutral hadrons!



The yield of accompanying (softish) photons does not care 
much about the electric charges of produced hadrons.

Direct witnesses of confinement !

Looks like vapour stemming out of the “quark soup” 
- prior to hadronization.

NB: too little radiation off the quarks at the parton stage 
    within the existing MCs (B. Webber, private communication)  

Vows for qualitative and quantitative explanation !



Аn explosive progress in analytic calculations of multi-leg QFT 
amplitudes and multi-loop corrections in recent years provides
reappearing themes, motives, constructs, of striking simplicity !   

Could it be that the deep structure of the underlying 
QFT dynamics is actually simpler than one dared to think ? 

QCD made simple ?r

maximal complexity vs. minimal effort

Launching idea: Lev Lipatov & Anatoly Kotikov, 2000
“Simple” physics goes hand-in-hand with the “most complicated” functions



the integrability feature did manifest itself !
In certain specific problems where one can identify QCD with its SUSY partner theory

“Classical gluons” (clagons) and Integrability

Is a given infinity infinite enough as to make the theory solvable ?

Dynamics can be fully integrated if the system possesses a sufficient
(infinite)  number of conservation laws —  integrals of motion.



Who are

“classical gluons” ?



Low-Barnett-Kroll wisdom

Celebrated soft bremsstrahlung theorem was formulated by Francis Low in 1956 for 
scalar charged particles and later generalized by Barnett and Kroll to fermions.  

The very classical nature of  soft radiation makes it universal with respect to 

intrinsic quantum properties of  participating objects 

- it is only the classical movement of  electromagnetic charges that matters.

                                                                                     and 
the nature of  the underlying scattering process

non-radiative (“Born”) cross section
Normally, for a particle production 

An enhanced matrix element, , characterizes classical field rather than particle

A dramatic consequence : soft photons “don’t carry quantum numbers”

If  the non-radiative process is for some reason forbidden (parity, C-parity, angular momentum)
the veto cannot be lifted by emitting a soft photon !



classical gluons

It is instructive to see how the LBK wisdom shows up in the QCD parton dynamics

gluons
classical quantum

1 + x2

1! x

1 + x2 + (1 ! x)2

x(1 ! x)



The higher the symmetry, the deeper integrability ...

N=4 SYM — the extreme case !

N=4 SYM

What is so special about this theory ?

=0

look at the anomalous dimension :
(parton evolution “Hamiltonian”)



N=4 SYM

Maximally super-symmetric N=4 YM allowed for a compact 
analytic solution for the 3-loop parton evolution Hamiltonian 

D-r & Marchesini (2006)

4 loops Beccaria & Fiorini (2009)

5 loops
... ALL loops ?

3 loops

Euler-Zagier harmonic sums  of  “Maximal Transcedentality”

“Maximal Transcedentality”  =  “classical gluons”

Morphology :

Genetics :

Someone (One day)

(finite traces of infrared singular - LBK - amplitudes)

Euler-Zagier harmonic sums

and then -

Banjok & Janik (2009)

(Kotikov & Lipatov, 2000)



why care ?

N =4 SYM  dynamics is classical, in (un)certain sense
No truly quantum effects are being seen

the QUEST 
Classical does not necessarily mean simple.
However, it has a good chance to be solvable.



QEDGWS QCD

synchronized beauty of QFT 
performance



Understanding the anomalous production of “soft photons” 
in lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron interactions should teach 
us a thing or two about the nature of quark confinement

A complete solution of the N=4 SYM QFT should provide us 
one day with a one-line-all-order description of the major 
part of QCD parton dynamics

Long live QFT, and the QCD - its favorite naughty child !

The progress in QCD theory is slow and painful 

On a positive note :


